
Obstacle Course Races (Spartan Race, Viper Challenge, Tough Mudder, etc) has taken the world by 
storm and more and more people are signing up for these challenging but fun sporting events. While 
you should always begin by addressing quality of movement first, testing your physical capacity at 
some point is a wise idea before you stand on the start line.  

The OCR Fitness Test consist of 3 challenges with 2 minutes of rest in between; 5 minutes of 
burpees, followed by deadhang for max time and finally a 1 mile run for time to finish it off. 
By completing this test you will get a great gauge of where your fitness level is at before joining the 
race.  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The OCR Fitness Test 
Are You Ready For an Obstacle Course Race?

BURPEES 5 MIN 
MAX REPS 

Chest touch the 
ground, jump off 
the ground with a 
vertical body, and 
clap over head

1
DEADHANG  
MAX TIME 

Hang on a bar 
with both feet off 
the ground for as 
long as possible

2
1 MILE RUN 
FOR TIME 

Run 1 mile (1609 
m) as fast as 

possible.

3

REST FOR 
2 MINUTES

REST FOR 
2 MINUTES



Below you will find guidelines on repetitions and times for The OCR Fitness Test; divided in to 
gender and age groups for a measure of your current fitness level. The numbers are derived from 
statistics and experience testing athletes and general population.  

By completing The OCR Fitness Test you get a good idea of what areas you need to improve in 
your training program (stamina, grip strength or endurance), an indication of what category you 
should sign up for and how ready you are to join an Obstacle Course Race. 

Please note that your score on this test doesn’t automatically carry over to actual race performance as 
there are many components of an OCR race. 
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TEST YOUR QUALITY OF MOVEMENT 
Fitness and quantity aside, how do you test the quality of your movement? 
After all, your mobility, stability sets the foundation for your performance and 
you can only have health if you are pain free. 

The Functional Movement Screen (FMS) consists of 7 different tests to 
screen fundamental movement patterns that are needed in both sports and daily life and to uncover pain or 
potential dysfunctions in movement.

Find a certified FMS instructor in your area at www.functionalmovement.com
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MEN Age 18-34 35-44 45-54 55+

Elite 85 82 78 72

Fit 70 67 63 57

Healthy 55 52 48 42

Get to work! <55 <52 <48 <42

WOMEN Age 18-34 35-44 45-54 55+

Elite 80 76 71 65

Fit 65 61 56 50

Healthy 50 46 41 35

Get to work! <50 <46 <41 <35

BURPEES 5 MIN    
MAX REPS 

Perform as many 
burpees as possible for 
5 minutes. Touch your 
chest to the ground, 

achieve an upright body 
while getting up, jump 
with both feet clearly 
lifting from the ground 

and clap over head

http://functionalmovement.com
http://functionalmovement.com
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 DEADHANG          
MAX TIME 

Hang on a straight pull-
up bar with both feet off 
the ground for as long 
as possible. Use a grip 
where palms are facing 

away from you 
(pronated grip) 

MEN Age 18-34 35-44 45-54 55+

Elite :120 :115 :105 :100

Fit :90 :85 :85 :80

Healthy :60 :55 :45 :40

Get to work! <:60 <:55 <:45 <:40

WOMEN Age 18-34 35-44 45-54 55+

Elite :110 :105 :95 :90

Fit :80 :75 :65 :60

Healthy :50 :45 :35 :30

Get to work! <:50 <:45 <:35 <:30
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MEN Age 18-34 35-44 45-54 55+

Elite 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00

Fit 7:30 7:45 8:00 8:30

Healthy 9:00 9:20 9:40 10:00

Get to work! <9:00 <9:20 <9:40 <10:00

WOMEN Age 18-34 35-44 45-54 55+

Elite 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30

Fit 8:00 8:15 8:30 9:00

Healthy 9:30 9:50 10:10 10:30

Get to work! <9:30 <9:50 <10:10 <10:30

1 MILE RUN             
FOR TIME 

Run 1 mile (1609 m) as 
fast as possible. Run 
outside to replicate 

conditions of the race


